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As promised in the July 1994 issue, I have now added the SCRN$
command to all the new MZ-80A SUPERBASICS. The resulting programs
have been given new SA- numbers, as follows:

SA- 5577/S
SA- 5577/C
SA-6577/S
SA-6577/C

-

-

Tape
Tape
Disk
Disk

SUPERBASIC,
SUPERBASIC,
SUPERBASIC,
SUPERBASIC,

for
for
for
for

Sharp printers

Standard ASCII printers
Sharp printers

Standard ASCII printers

As these (I hope) will be the final, definitive Basics for the
I summarise below ALL their additional features, compared
with the original Sharp SA-5510 and SA-6510 interpreters:
MZ-80A,

All include the appropriate 'KNIGHT COMMANDER' toolkit, but its
keywords DELETE and RENUMBER are changed to DEL and RENUM, to make
room for an extra new keyword, CLS. In addition to this, I have
added LIST control, PRINT @, Chris Hearn's LOAD/APPEND and
improved STRING SORT, John Edwards' MULTIPLE POKE, and SCRN$.

Most of the additional code fits into
PAGE/P and COPY/P (at $32FC-$33AA in tape
in disk Basics); the rest fits in the spare
(at $4725-$48FF in tape Basics, $5F25-$5FFF

the spare area between
Basics, or $4560-$4623

area after 'COMMANDER'
in disk Basics).

The ’/S' versions have the original Sharp printer routines.
The ’/C* versions have printer routines modified to the latest
'SOFT CENTRONICS’ standard i.e. they should run a modern standard
ASCII printer via an unmodified Sharp printer interface card, or
one modified as shown on page 7 of Vol.13 No.l. In the case of
SA-5577/C, these modifications are Incorporated in the program on
the master tape; in the case of SA-6577/C they are incorporated in
the 'AUTO RUN’ program on the master disk which runs automatically
at boot time (in other words, If you delete or rename the AUTO RUN
program, you will boot up Into SA-6577/S).

In the /C versions, the printer conversion routine handles ALL
the ASCII characters available? on the ’normal’ MZ-80A keyboard,
and it converts any other characters (i.e. the left arrow and all
graphics characters) to the standard ASCII 'underline'character
(’__’, code $5F). As the ’£* sign is not available from the MZ-80A
keyboard, it is not catered for in these Basics. But you can print
’£’ in place of ’ , by setting the printer to the 'ENGLISH ASCII'
character set. However, if you printer is a modern one and can be
set set to the IBM character set, you can print the *#* sign as
the normal character for code $23, and get the '£' sign by sending
code $9C direct to the printer with the command PRINT/P CHR$(156).
Both the disk Basic master disks carry several other programs,
and any of these programs which can use a printer incorporates the
appropriate printer routine (on the SA-6577/S disk, Sharp printer
routines; and on the SA-6577/C disk, simplified 'Soft Centronics’
printer routines which convert just the lower-case letters).
Instructions for the use of all the new commands and features in
all the new SUPERBASICS are given on the next page.
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SUMMARY OF THE NEW COMMANDS AND FEATURES

DEL mm,nn
DUMP n
RENUM mm,nn
TRON n
OFF

CLS
PRINT 0 X ,Y
X$
SCRNS( n )
PRINT SCRNS( n )

-

DELETE program lines mm to nn
DUMP variables in category n (0-7)
( 0*ALL , 1=DEF FN, 2/3/4=str ing , 5/6/7=numeri c )
RENUMBER, 1st line mm, step nn (default 100,10)
turn TRACE on, u/ith inter-line delay n (1-255)
turn TRACE off
CLEAR the screen
PRINT AT column X, rou/ Y
string on the nth line of the screen
Puts X$
Re-displavs the nth line of the screen

-

LIST is halted by hitting SPACE; at this point, another tap on
SPACE steps on 1 line, or SHIFT/BREAK returns to READY, or '?'
continues listing at a slower speed, or any other key continues.

POKE allows multiple pokes to successive locations; the data
must be separated by commas, and the initial POKE address and the
data items may all be in HEX e.g. POKE $C000 ,$CD,$33 ,$00 ,$C9. They
may also be in decimal format, or they may be mixed.
The STRING SORT now works on character-based priority ( instead
of a length-based priority as in the original Sharp Basics). It
also treats lower-case letters as upper-case, so that they are
sorted into the correct alphabetically-ordered positions.

APPEND is activated by a single POKE (in SA-5577, POKE $4806,1;
in SA-6577, POKE $45A5,1). Immediately after this POKE has been
made, the LOAD command in SA-5577 (or LOAD/T in SA-6577) appears
to behave as normal, but in fact any program already in memory is
left undisturbed, and the incoming tape program is APPENDED at the
end of it (subject to certain conditions, see below). On exit, the
revised LOAD command automatically puts '00' into the appropriate
location ($4806 or $45A5) to restore itself to normal.
When using APPEND, the incoming program MUST start at a higher
line number than the highest line number already in memory. If it
does not, you will get ERROR 71. Other possible errors are ERROR 6
(tape error) and ERROR 70 (not enough memory). If you get an ERROR
message, any part of the incoming program already in memory will
be deleted, and LOAD (or LOAD/T) will then be restored to normal
as described above. Therefore, before making another attempt, you
must POKE the value 01 into $4806 (or $45A5).

NOTE ON SCREEN DUMPS WITH AN 80-CQLUMN SCREEN

In all the new SUPERBASICS, the COPY/PI command will correctly
dump a normal 40-column screen to the printer. However, if you
wish to dump an 80-column screen, COPY/PI will not work correctly
unless you make the following POKES:
SA-5577/S/C

POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE

$33C6 ,$21
$33C7 ,0
$33C8 ,$D0
$33CF ,$50

SA-6577/S/C
POKE $463F ,$21
POKE $4640,0
POKE $4641 ,$D0
POKE $4648,$50

($2A)
($7D)
($11)

($28)

($2A)
($7D )
($11)
($28)

(The original values, for 40 columns, are in brackets)
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